
 
 

 

Summer Reading Project 

One-Pager 

 

The students received a writing/grammar packet that is mandatory for the summer.  This 

project has been put together to encourage summer reading for our students coming into 7th 

grade.  If completed, the student will receive extra credit for the first trimester! 
 

Task: In order to demonstrate comprehension of your “choice” summer reading text, you will 

create a one-pager. A “one-pager” is designed to promote thoughtful understanding of a novel. 

The more creative you allow yourself to be, the more you will get out of this assignment. One-

pagers, when done well, also provide a terrific review that can inspire others to read your 

book. 

*Please use a piece of white computer paper* 

 

The FRONT of your one-pager must include: 

Title of novel and author’s name displayed creatively (it should stand out) 

A border that reflects something significant about the novel (the theme, character traits, 

symbols, the setting, etc.) 

2 important quotations  
 

Include a citation for each (author’s last name pg. number) 

Ex: “Jem suddenly grinned at him” (Lee 30) 

If your passage is part of dialogue, include the character’s name who said it 

Ex: “‘Thank you, darlings’”- Miss Caroline (Lee 37) 

A response to each quotation explaining why it is significant- a few sentences 

At least 3 hand drawn images that represent themes, conflicts, symbols, settings, or 

characters in the book 

A 5-7 sentence personal response to the text - draw a connection, make an interpretation, or 

write a thoughtful review – this is NOT a summary 

 

The BACK of your one-pager must include: 

 

A one paragraph summary of the text that includes details about the plot, setting, characters, 

problem(s), and ending  



Your name and class 

 

***Things to Remember: 

Images and writing should cover the ENTIRE PAGE. Very little background 

area should be visible 

Use unlined, white, 8 ½ x 11 paper (computer paper) 

Your name and class go on the BACK 

Be purposeful about the arrangement of your one-pager. For example, have a reason for using 

a certain color ( write a character’s dialogue in green because green is that character’s 

favorite color, for example) or placing an illustration in a certain place 

 



 
 

READING LIST FOR 7TH GRADE SUMMER PROJECT. 

PLEASE CHOOSE 1 BOOK FROM THIS LIST: 

 

The Girl Who Drank the Moon by Kelly Barnhill 

Every year the people of the protectorate leave a baby as an offering to the witch who lives in the prowl. 

Highly acclaimed author Kelly Barnhill has written an epic coming-of-age fairy tale destined to be a modern 
classic. 

 

My Side of the Mountain by Jean Craighead 

Fifteen-year-old Sam Gribley has decided to run away from his crowded apartment home, but unlike most 
kids who rarely get beyond their block, Sam goes from New York City all the way to the ruined farm of Great-
grandfather Gribley in the Catskill Mountains of upstate New York. There are no buildings or people on the 
old Gribley farm, so Sam sets up residence by hollowing out the trunk of an ancient Hemlock tree. He has 
brought only a few tools of survival with him: a penknife, a ball of cord, an ax, 40 dollars, and some flint and 
steel to help him make fire. Using these simple tools and his wits, Sam learns to live off the land, and in the 
course of a year, discovers just how much he values freedom, independence, and adventure when faced with 
the challenges of blizzards, loneliness and fear. 

Jean Craighead George is particularly adept in her use of animal characters, whose actions and habits 
communicate as much as if they were imbued with the unrealistic ability to speak. Sam's pet falcon, Frightful, 
for example, is a lively and complex companion, as is The Baron, a humorous weasel who lives nearby. 

This Newberry Honor Book combines recipes, drawings, diary entries and narration to create an enthralling 
portrait of a boy's self-sufficiency. Outdoor lovers will find lots of information about survival skills, and all 



readers will identify with Sam's ups and downs as he lives out every child's secret dream. For those who 
would enjoy reading more about Sam and Frightful, George has penned a sequel, On the Far Side of the 
Mountain, as well as the final book in the trilogy, told from the falcon's point of view, Frightful's Mountain. 

Hello Universe by Erin Kelly 

Newbery Medalist Erin Entrada Kelly’s Hello, Universe is a funny and poignant neighborhood story about 
unexpected friendships. 
 
In one day, four lives weave together in unexpected ways. Virgil Salinas is shy and kindhearted and feels out 
of place in his crazy-about-sports family. Valencia Somerset, who is deaf, is smart, brave, and secretly lonely, 
and she loves everything about nature. Kaori Tanaka is a self-proclaimed psychic, whose little sister, Gen, is 
always following her around. And Chet Bullens wishes the weird kids would just stop being so different so he 
can concentrate on basketball. 
 
They aren’t friends, at least not until Chet pulls a prank that traps Virgil and his pet guinea pig at the bottom 
of a well. This disaster leads Kaori, Gen, and Valencia on an epic quest to find missing Virgil. Through luck, 
smarts, bravery, and a little help from the universe, a rescue is performed, a bully is put in his place, and 
friendship blooms. 

 

False Prince by Jennifer Nielsen 

In this first book in a remarkable trilogy, an orphan is forced into a twisted game with deadly stakes. 

Choose to lie...or choose to die. 

In a discontent kingdom, civil war is brewing. To unify the divided people, Conner, a nobleman of the court, 
devises a cunning plan to find an impersonator of the king's long-lost son and install him as a puppet prince. 
Four orphans are recruited to compete for the role, including a defiant boy named Sage. Sage knows that 
Conner's motives are more than questionable, yet his life balances on a sword's point — he must be chosen 
to play the prince or he will certainly be killed. But Sage's rivals have their own agendas as well. 

As Sage moves from a rundown orphanage to Conner's sumptuous palace, layer upon layer of treachery and 
deceit unfold, until finally, a truth is revealed that, in the end, may very well prove more dangerous than all 
of the lies taken together. 

An extraordinary adventure filled with danger and action, lies and deadly truths that will have readers 
clinging to the edge of their seats 

 

The Seventh Most Important Thing by Shelly Pearsall 

Arthur T. Owens grabbed a brick and hurled it at the trash picker. Arthur had his reasons, and the brick hit 
the Junk Man in the arm, not the head. But none of that matters to the judge—he is ready to send Arthur to 
juvie forever. Amazingly, it’s the Junk Man himself who offers an alternative: 120 hours of community service 
. . . working for him. 
  
Arthur is given a rickety shopping cart and a list of the Seven Most Important Things: glass bottles, foil, 
cardboard, pieces of wood, lightbulbs, coffee cans, and mirrors. He can’t believe it—is he really supposed to 
rummage through people’s trash? But it isn’t long before Arthur realizes there’s more to the Junk Man than 
meets the eye, and the “trash” he’s collecting is being transformed into something more precious than 
anyone could imagine. . . . 



  
Inspired by the work of folk artist James Hampton, Shelley Pearsall has crafted an affecting and redemptive 
novel about discovering what shines within us all, even when life seems full of darkness. 

 

Almost Astronauts by Tanya Lee Stone 

When NASA was launched in 1958, 13 women proved they had as much of the right stuff as men to be 
astronauts, but their way to space was blocked by prejudice, insecurity, and a scrawled note written by one 
of Washington's most powerful men. This is the true story of the Mercury 13 women. 

 

Stella By Starlight by Sharon M. Draper 
Stella lives in the segregated South — in Bumblebee, North Carolina, to be exact. Some stores she 
can go into. Some stores she can't. Some folks are right pleasant. Others are a lot less so. To 
Stella, it sort of evens out, and heck, the Klan hasn't bothered them for years. But one late night, 
later than she should ever be up, much less wandering around outside, Stella and her little brother 
see something they were never supposed to see, something that is the first flicker of change to 
come, unwelcome change by any stretch of the imagination. 
 

As Stella's community — her world — is upended, she decides to fight fire with fire. And she learns 
that ashes don't necessarily signify an end. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


